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COURSE CONTENT:

Our Summer School focusing on “Renewable Energy” gives you a holistic understanding of heating technologies of the future, decentralized energy systems and shows how we can make the most of renewable energies. Due to the targeted energy transition in Germany, the region of Bavaria and its different industrial sectors undergo significant changes. We scientifically accompany these changes in the region with different projects and solutions. The program combines interesting seminars with lab tours, hands-on simulation workshops and exciting excursions to specialised and well-known companies. In addition, there are various opportunities to experience and immerse yourself in German culture through a diverse cultural and leisure program.

TARGET GROUP:

All students who are interested in the topic are eligible for application.

PROGRAM DETAILS:

Are you keen on getting insights on energy systems of the future from professors and market leaders? Would you like to know how intelligent and sustainable technology and production systems can play an important role in tackling climate change?

- LECTURES / PRACTICAL WORK:
  - „Biogas - Source of Energy and Mobility“
  - „Energy & Society“
  - Simulation Workshop @ Technology Center Energy
  - Technology Center for Production and Logistics Systems

- FACILITY TOURS:
  - BMW Dingolfing
  - Biogas Plant
  - Wolf Heating Systems

- CULTURAL EVENTS:
  - City Tour Landshut with Traunsitz Castle
  - Munich
  - Neuschwanstein Castle
  - Lake Chiemsee

Join our INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL “RENEWABLE ENERGY” at Landshut University of Applied Sciences today.

Apply now: www.haw-landshut.de/Summer-and-Fall-School

KEY FEATURES:

- **DATES**: Sunday, May 17 - Sunday, May 31, 2020
- **APPLICATION DEADLINE**: Sunday, March 15, 2020
- **LANGUAGE LEVEL**: English: min. B2; German is not required to follow the program
- **COURSE FEES**: EUR 650.00, including accommodation, course fees and accompanying cultural program - travel costs are excluded!
- **NO. OF CREDITS**: 4 ECTS

WHY LANDSHUT:

- Participate in an exciting program in one of the world’s most important and demanded research areas
- A young and dynamic campus and a variety of leisure activities in town and its surroundings
- One of Bavaria’s most interesting regions next to Munich
- Experienced professors convey this complex subject in a practically tangible way